“It’s time for me to advance my photography skills and have my achievements being recognized”

Hong Kong has many astonishing sceneries but have you once slowed down your pace and appreciate them? Lam Hei Yin, Max, a year 4 engineering student, has a passion of taking photos since secondary school. Thinking of advancing his skills to a professional standard after practices, he decided to join ‘National Geographic Wheelock Youth Photo Competition’ in 2017. Also, as an engineering student who may always delve into rigorous mathematics and logical thinking, this allows him to train his aesthetic sense and appreciate the beauty of Hong Kong in another way.

Knowing the theme as “the future of Hong Kong”, Max wishes to link the future of Hong Kong with the development of mega-scale infrastructures in progress. Thus, he captured the architectural beauty of the highway, hoping more people would appreciate more the vibrancy of the place they are living in. Traces of light on the highway reflect the energetic side while the stretch of highway looks as if bringing Hong Kong to a further and higher position. With the Third Place in the competition, Max continues to explore, capture and share the beauty of this home city.

Max named his photo for the event as "脈衝".
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